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In nikki, we have SUCH a dishonest individual that whines about "holding grand debates" then
quips about the "corprotocracy;" his only intention is to somehow come out on top in this
discussion. Why else would he dismiss us off as Libertatrians and act smart? Who do you think I
was talking about when I mentioned "elites." Government? Nope.

I am just an immigrant talking about things as I see them in this country of most magnificent
deceptions and illusions. I didn't ask to be called a Libertarian. I was branded in just a space of a
few posts. Whose problem is that? YOURS and YOURS alone. That's the problem with people
having false ideologies like nikki is they see someone sticking up for the small guy and instantly
feel threatened by our rugged individualism. Then they jump the gun and brand us. The real loser
is us all, you included. Why? We are not going to agree on anything.

You are not interested in bridging the gap between and from the very start see everything from a
Left VS Right perspective. By falling for the trick of branding opponents, we are kept fighting
indefinitely and you come out and make big talk about "playing into the hands of the
corprotocracy."

You don't even have the basic honesty to read what I have been saying all along and
acknowledge as fact what is common sense. Then you jump to corporatocracy.

You do know that the corporatocracy...the elites...their colossal monopolies are
government-backed right? That government has been usurped and choke full of their agents and
traitors and now acts as mere yes-men and watchdogs over the people? That this is the reason,
and THE ONLY REASON why we have the slide towards militarized police? To cover the asses of
the usurpers? That it is vital that the peoples, whatever protection that they have left, be
strengthened and not eroded? That towards this regard, I have already explained the relationship
between ownership of weapons and the balance of power? KEEP DODGING THIS POINT, NIKKI.

I am frankly tired of your cocky spewing of poisonous false ideologies because it's people like
yourself that perpetuate this paradigm. And I am having none of it.

By the way, how are we supposed to deal with lies? You say I am doing nothing. I am spreading
the word around and letting people know the nature of the beast. Not just here but in my
community IRL. It's a small thing to do against a big beast. What have you been doing, nikki? For
years now, repeating the same bs here and on Jelly, throwing people off with that attitude, picking
up forum cool points. And you have the nerve to accuse me of "vidya gaming and holding grand
debates."

Gun grabber simpletons are going to do a lot better at reading and understanding the depths of
the issues they pretend to know so much about. How about the war on the family unit? Under the
mask of "free speech" every sort of indecency is perpetrated leading to destroyed individuals with
the inability to keep a family together for more than 3 years and leading to broken homes. The
children of these families have wretched lives that almost always end up as depressed drugged
up psychos that end up in mass shootings.
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Yes, let's still go for the law-abiding citizens' guns. That will solve all our problems! That's what the
elites exactly want and you fools are pawns to fall for it and demand everyone disarm.

edit: typo.
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